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Abstract: In the new era, the party construction work of higher vocational college students faces new tasks, new problems and new

challenges. Implementing the requirements of Party building is not only an important task for higher vocational colleges, but also an

urgent need for school development. However, in the actual operation process, there are still some inevitable problems, such as

insufficient attention to ideological understanding, weakening of organizational combat effectiveness, inadequate implementation of

responsibility system, and weakening, blurring and marginalization of organizations to varying degrees. This paper is devoted to the

integration of "Three Yu"-education in fun, education in action and education in body.Based on empirical analysis,Completely implement

the spirit of the 20th National People 's Congress. We construct a New Model of "Party Construction+Three Yu" for Higher Vocational

College Students. It will focus on the characteristics of Party Construction, give play to the leading role of Party Construction, and serve

the development of the school.
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1. The party construction work of higher vocational college students in the new era
and the concept of "Three Yu"

At present, higher vocational colleges have developed vigorously and become an important part of higher education in China. They

are mainly composed of secondary colleges, ordinary colleges, adult colleges and independent vocational and technical colleges. Among

them, many institutions were merged and upgraded from technical secondary schools in recent years. The rapid development of higher

vocational colleges is the necessity of social development. In contrast, the influence of students' party construction system in higher

vocational colleges is relatively lagging behind, which is unbalanced with the rapid development of higher vocational colleges and has its

own characteristics.

1.1 Education in fun
From Quintus Horatius Flaccus, an ancient Roman poet and literary theorist’ Art of Poetry’,refers to the role of education in

entertainment. To carry out education and training in a relaxed and pleasant way, higher vocational colleges can rely on student

organizations and societies to hold on-site consultation meetings on consumers' rights and interests, special dormitory appraisal activities,

Zongzi banquets and so on; Pay attention to the humanistic care for teachers and students, and use the school canteen and kitchen to cook

food, make cakes, make dumplings irregularly, so as to draw the distance between them; Conduct a group birthday activity every semester,

make e-cards for teachers and students on each birthday, and send everyone's blessings; For those teachers and students who are sick,

have financial difficulties or are psychologically confused, they can give timely care and love, so that every party member, party activists

and student cadres can feel the warmth of the organization. In a variety of teacher-student networking activities, teachers and students are

provided with a platform to speak, so that more teachers and students can understand the traditional culture of China and feel the charm of

folk customs, and at the same time enrich the cultural life of the university campus, so that teachers and students can feel the deep warmth

and cohesion of the Party branch.

1.2 Education in action
At the same time of education and training, we should take various measures to make teachers and students know what they are

doing. Teachers' and students' party branches actively carry out rich volunteer, help and expansion activities; Carry out the "image

project" of party member responsibility system for apartments. Arrange to set up a pioneer demonstration post, carry out party member

Bright Card Action, provide window services for students' work and alumni's return to school activities, carry out environmental

protection and cleaning activities to eliminate small advertisements and "garbage sorting" publicity activities, help eliminate the five types
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of water, guide and standardize the words and deeds of teachers and students from different aspects, and shape a correct world outlook,

outlook on life and values. Set up a bulletin board in party member, establish a responsibility area in party member, carry out

"demonstration and leading projects" such as displaying party member's identity in apartments and listing in dormitories, strengthen party

member's advanced exemplary role, open up new ways to strengthen and improve the education management of teachers and students in

party member, realize grid management, expand the influence of party organizations among the masses, and promote the overall

development of ideological and political education for teachers and students.

1.3 Education in body
No matter big or small, we should start from ourselves and base ourselves on the fundamentals before we can achieve positive results.

In the student living area,Establish a study reading club at the party member workstation of the apartment, organize activities irregularly

according to all members and work sub-stations, and constantly improve the political and theoretical level of teachers and students.

Further publicize the country's line, principles and policies, publicize a healthy and civilized lifestyle, and create a good public opinion

atmosphere for apartment management and spiritual civilization construction in living parks. Promote "Internet +Party Construction",

carry forward socialist core values, spread advanced scientific culture, organically combine the advantages of network communication

with political theory learning and campus culture construction, use new media and new technologies to build a "handheld service"

platform from multiple latitudes such as "micro-audio-visual, micro-reading, micro-interaction and micro-service", and use the network to

enhance the effect of political theory learning and organizational life.

2. Outstanding results
2.1 To achieve "all-round" student party member training

In the traditional process of party construction, a large number of slogans and declarations are used to carry out brainwashing

education, which makes many times the party construction has been equated with the false sky. In fact, the purpose of our party

construction is to cultivate all-round talents that meet the needs of the times. In the process of party construction, they should not only be

loyal to the country, but also master knowledge, use flexibly, be noble in morality, have ideals and ambitions, and be able to serve the

people. In view of this demand, in the process of party constructiong, it is necessary to educate and build knowledge, skills and moral will

around the core of party construction. That is to say, the implementation of the "Party Construction + Three Yu" model not only cultivates

the loyalty of college students, but also cultivates their practicality, thus enhancing their moral character ideologically.

The school breaks down the barriers of the second-level colleges, fully mobilizes the educational elements of the whole school, and

carries out follow-up training and management for students party member, development targets and activists joining the Party. The

activity dimension has covered ideological and political education, life management, physical and mental health, innovation and

entrepreneurship, etc., and comprehensively meets the educational concept of "five educations simultaneously". The comprehensive

quality of students' party member has been significantly improved, and self-management and peer management have been mutually

improved.

2.2 To achieve student volunteer service "innovation"
Participating in voluntary service can promote the progress and stability of the campus. While conveying love, promoting culture and

spreading civilization, it is also a practical process of students' continuous development, continuous improvement and continuous

improvement. Fundamentally speaking, this is also "cultivating people". Therefore, we should strive to create a new situation in current

work, carry out service work closely around the central task of "cultivating people", and finally realize the central task of higher

vocational colleges and achieve the fundamental goal of the central work of higher vocational colleges.

Party member's dormitory was awarded more cards, and party member, a teacher and student, was paired to help the backward

dormitory, which improved the number of visits to the dormitory and achieved remarkable results. Organize and carry out various

activities through the establishment of civilized dormitory in apartments, labor education and other carriers. Party member Volunteer

Service Center for Teachers and Students was established to serve teachers and students and realize peer self-management and

self-education, which not only provided high-quality campus services covering accommodation, study, psychological consultation and

alumni reception, but also contributed to the construction of campus culture.
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3. The construction measures
3.1 Optimize two platforms: actively expand offline platforms and strive to
optimize online platforms

Taking the student work position as the core, we will expand the offline education platform for training teachers party member,

students party member, party activists and student cadres. Focusing on the ideological and political field of party construction, we will

make full use of the activity bases for teachers and students such as Sunshine Study Room, Sunshine Workshop and Boya Kitchen, and

explore and innovate the education and service platform for students' training, so as to stay in the public.The content of ideological and

political education in the building extends to the whole living area, covering the book service, psychological assistance, alumni reception,

appointment between teachers and students, etc. Improve the service mechanism of the Party branch of teachers and students, widely

mobilize teachers and students to go deep into students' living quarters to carry out colorful service activities, innovate activity carriers,

strengthen service positions, improve service quality, promote the construction of "four modernizations", and achieve the goal of

educating all staff, educating people all the time and educating people in all directions.

Integrating "Internet +Party Construction" and Optimizing Online Publicity and Education Platform. By adhering to the combination

of physical place and virtual network, making full use of information technology to build a new platform for party construction culture,

using local area network (LAN) to reflect the new trends and new practices of party construction work through rich carriers such as words,

pictures, audio and video, operating WeChat official account, Weibo official number, etc. with high quality and efficiency, publishing

more high-quality tweets and continuously expanding the propaganda influence.

3.2 Strengthen the two teams: give full play to the party member of teachers and
students, and cultivate and strengthen the backbone of students

Deepen the linkage operation mechanism of teacher-student party branches, and realize the synchronous growth of teachers and

students through a series of voluntary services, pioneer demonstrations, warm assistance and other activities. Taking the series of activities

of "Pioneering in Post and Setting an Example in Practice" as the carrier, we should give full play to the leading role of teachers and

students party member, cultivate and strengthen the backbone team of students, form a volunteer service team with the guidance of

teachers and students party member, student party member, party activists and student cadres, and organize outstanding teachers and

students to enter the apartment to carry out activities such as policy consultation, academic guidance, helping and caring, innovation and

entrepreneurship according to their own specialties. party member's leading role will radiate all students. Take the real needs of students

as the work orientation, and improve the effectiveness of teacher-student service.
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